USPTA ADD Program
Applicant Information Sheet
After you read the following information, please sign and date below. Your sectional
contact must also sign this form. Enclosed is your Application for USPTA membership. Please
disregard all statements and questions pertaining to fees.
A great deal of planning and preparation goes into the USPTA Certification Exam by the
USPTA World Headquarters, the head tester, the host facility and students participating in the
exam. Because of this, the following guidelines are in effect. Please read the information
carefully and address any questions to your divisional/sectional contact or the USPTA
Membership Department.


Any applicant has the opportunity to take the PTCA I online.



Any applicant registered for the live version of the PTCA I and/or exam must cancel at least
14 days in advance. Anyone failing to do so will be considered a no show. All no shows
lose eligibility for the minority certification program, and will not be reconsidered. This
means that any future application for USPTA membership will include all applicable fees.



Applicants may only cancel a live version PTCA I and/or exam date once. A second
cancellation will result in a loss of eligibility for the minority certification program.



You will have two years from the date you submit your application, to complete the
certification process. If you do not, you will not be allowed to apply for the ADD program
in the future.

By signing this document, I understand and agree to all conditions listed above.
Applicant:

Approved by:

_________________________________________
(PRINT NAME)

_______________________________________
(PRINT NAME)

____________________________________
(SIGNATURE)

__________________________________
(SIGNATURE)

____________
(DATE)

____________
(DATE)

Optional: Please check the appropriate box identifying your particular race or ethnic group.

African-American

 Asian-American

 Hispanic

 American Indian

 Other___________

2017 ADD program
(Advancing Development and Diversity in tennis)

Application questionnaire
Please print clearly or type all answers to ensure accurate interpretation. If necessary, answer
on another sheet of paper and attach.
1. What is your current occupation and what is your annual income?

2. List and describe the community tennis programs in which you have been involved as a
tennis instructor.

3. List and describe community activities, other than tennis, in which you are involved.

4. Describe your tennis game, including strengths and weaknesses.

5. List any organized sports other than tennis in which you have participated. Provide details
where necessary.

6. Why do you feel you should be accepted into USPTA’s ADD program?

7. If accepted into the ADD program, what are your future plans as a certified USPTA
Professional?

By signing this application, I certify that the information provided is true, accurate and complete.
Date_______________

Print or type name__________________________________
Signature____________________________________________

